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When terror strikes Jerusalem again, the international community persuades the Israelis and the Palestinians to
resume their long-stalled peace talks. A dozen negotiators converge on Delhi to try and wrest peace for a land torn
apart by centuries of strife and mistrust. Enter Ruby Gill, an MI6 agent manipulated by the Lashkar and the Qassam
Brigades to disrupt the summit. Will peace finally find these strife-torn countries? Or will the dust never settle in the
Promised Land?
When a U.S. Special Forces team is wiped out by a group of normally peaceful farmers in Uganda, Covert-One
operative Jon Smith is sent to investigate. Video of the attack shows even women and children possessing almost
supernatural speed and strength, consumed with a rage that makes them immune to pain, fear, and injuries. This time,
though, it's different. And as Smith and his team are cut off from all outside support, they begin to suspect that forces
much closer to home are in play...
Conor has the same dream every night, ever since his mother first fell ill, ever since she started the treatments that dont
quite seem to be working. But tonight is different. Tonight, when he wakes, there’s a visitor at his window, but its not
the one hes been expecting. This one is ancient, elemental, a force of nature. And it wants the most dangerous thing of
all from Conor. It wants the truth.
When an elderly multimillionaire is found brutally murdered in Hollywood, and his young wife raped and beaten, the
police assume the motive is robbery. A decade later, three almost identical killings take place within 5 years of each
other. Codenamed Angel of Death by the police is she avenging some long-forgotten misdeed, or does she have other
motives? Who will be her next victim, and how can the Angel of Death be prevented from striking again?
Title: The dust will never settle Author: Mukul Deva Publisher: Harper Collins Price: Rs. 299
Title: The ares decision Author: Robert Ludlum and Kyle Mills Publisher: Hachette India Price: Rs. 350
Title: Angel of the dark Author: Tilly Bagshawe Publisher: Harper Collins Price: Rs. 299
Title: A monster Calls Author: Patrick Ness Publisher: Pan Macmillan Price: Rs. 299
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